Definition of a Mystery Tour

For over 40 years our Mystery Tours have simply been described as containing attractions and/or
experiences that we have never visited before. However, as we gain new clients, there are some very
popular destinations and attractions that they have not had an opportunity to experience on our
Mystery Tours. Therefore, we are updating Southwest Tour and Travel’s definition of a Mystery Tour!
Going forward, a Mystery Tour is described as:
A tour where your destination is always unknown to you. The itinerary includes attractions and
experiences that we have never included on previous tours and popular, must-see attractions
and experiences that may have been included on another tour.
Our goal is to give you a little anticipated fun by not knowing your destination and providing experiences that are new, without
forgetting the “must-see” attractions and experiences that the destination is known for.

Activity Level Guide

We want to make sure every aspect of your travel is enjoyable so we have developed an Activity Level Guide for your convenience. On
each tour brochure, you’ll find the level of activity clearly marked at the bottom of the page. Use the descriptions below to see if this is
the type of tour you will enjoy, and more importantly, one you will be comfortable doing.
Relaxed:
Leisurely paced, this interary requires a small amount of physical activity. There will be some walking to rooms, restaurants, and
general points of interest. This may include an occasional flight of stairs or some steps.
Easy Going:
This tour requires light physical activity combined with shorter travel days. Activities may include an occasional city or nature
walking tour with stopping along the way. Guests should be able to climb a set of stairs, walk up or down slight slopes and navigate
some uneven terrain or cobblestone.
Moderate:
Guests should be prepared to walk slightly longer distances, climb stairs and tolerate periods of standing, for example on city walks,
sightseeing, or ship excursions. The daily pace and timing can fluctuate significantly between longer and shorter travel days, with
additional activities possibly occurring in the early morning or evening.
Active:
This tour will require guests to be able to walk longer distances, climb several flights of stairs and navigate steps and uneven terrain.
Your itinerary will include a higher number of longer travel days with morning and/or evening activities.
Very Active:
This is a very much an on-the-go tour with a complete itinerary involving a full, normally daily program of travel, sightseeing, or
events. This is considered our fastest and most strenuous paced tour and free time at leisure will be limited, in some cases just in
evenings.

YouTube Channel for Southwest Tour and Travel

Sometimes you need a bit more information on your destination and the perfect tool is a video! Check our YouTube Channel for
travel and informational videos. Check back often as we are constantly adding new videos. swtoursyoutubechannel.com

